A real eye-catcher:
The A.R.T. Dakota 958 –
A premium tuning version of the Porsche Cayenne 3.6 V6

More dynamic, more elegant and also more impressive. The A.R.T. Dakota 958 (standard car: 220 kW/
300 bhp) marks a new chapter in the success story of the Porsche Cayenne. Tuning specialists A.R.T.
have emphasised the unique character of this legendary SUV with the help of incredibly sporty looking
design ideas. The result is a new icon in the premium vehicle segment.

The first highlight to meet the eye is the A.R.T. Dakota 958 Wide Body Kit and its front bumper with integrated spoiler and an LED Triple Beam lamp set. Two LED fog lights and one LED daytime running light on
each side of the vehicle emphasise the uncompromising look of this SUV. Multifunctional lighting units for
indicators and the daytime running light are located in the upper part of the front bumper.

Apart from these features, the A.R.T. Dakota 958 Wide Body Kit also includes wheel arch extensions, side
skirts, a rear bumper with integrated spoiler and an aero bonnet. Equipped with all these “special effects”,
this high-class vehicle makes a dynamic impression even when it is standing still.

Looking from behind, the first thing to catch one’s eye is the A.R.T. Dakota 958 sports exhaust system
made of stainless steel and featuring four hard chrome plated 100 mm tailpipes. The athletic appearance of
this fine-tuned Porsche is furthermore underlined by the A.R.T. Dakota 958 roof spoiler and the 10x22”
A.R.T. monoART1 wheels combined with 295/30R22 tyres. Optionally it is also possible to choose 11x23”
forgeART1 wheels with 315/25R23 tyres.

The interior has the ambiance of a luxurious VIP lounge. This is partly due to the A.R.T. Nappa/Alcantara
leather upholstery that features an individual diamond-stitching design. Another elegant aspect is that the
2-coloured leather includes a contrast stitching. If further evidence for this SUV’s entry into the highest
realm of driving culture is needed, then just look at the ergonomically designed sports steering wheel or the
bi-color roof liner.
Truly, the A.R.T. Dakota 958 is an automobile piece of art – designed by A.R.T.
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